
 

Ruby Rails Developer With 2 Years of Experience 

Professional Overview: 

Well-trained and skilled Ruby on Rails Developer with good experience in web design for a 

variety of corporate clients. Adept at adjusting work pace to satisfy evolving client needs. 

Skills: 

● Ruby 
● Ruby on Rails 
● HTML, HAML, CSS and Bootstrap 
● Javascript, JQuery and AJAX 
● Installation of Linux operating system and familiar with Linux commands 
● Installation of Ruby on Rails environment on Ubuntu 
● Ruby version manager such as RVM and rbenv 
● Working on Sqlite, PostgreSQL and  MySQL databases 
● Git,Github, BitBucket and Gitlab 
● Docker, Docker-compose, images and Containers 
● Deployment on Heroku,Digital Ocean and AWS 

Project Management Tools: 

● Trello 

● JIRA 

Educational Qualification: 

● Master of Technology in Computer Science & Engineering   

● Bachelor of Technology  in Information Technology 

Key Projects: 
 

● Title: Pinboard 
Technologies: Ruby, Rails, MySQL 

Description: Pinboard is an upscaled platform that brings together members of schools, 

groups, and different societies to share ideas and requirements via a single, weekly 

email only sent to groups. Just like a pinboard in hallway users can post and read  

different types of posts to and from people they know and trust. Users can invite their 

friends to join Pinboard through a nomination invite system. 



 

Role: Design of the overall architecture of the web application Building reusable code 

and libraries for future use Optimization of the application for maximum speed and 

scalability. Integration of the  back-end aspects of the web application. 

 

● Title: VRoamApp 

Technologies: Ruby, Rails, MySQL. 

Description: VRoamApp is an application for car renting. Using this app users can rent 

their car or hire any car on rent for a maximum number of 30 days. Payments were done 

in-house on the app. 

Role: I was responsible for creating the API’s to provide to the mobile team and entire 

admin panel using ruby on rails. For handling the payments I implemented the Braintree 

payment gateway. 

 

● Title: EasyMoveApp 

Description: Ruby, Rails, MYSQL. 

Scope: EasyMove is an IOS app which helps people shifting their goods by providing 

vehicles on rent. Vehicle owners can post their vehicles on the app and users can rent 

the vehicles. 

Roles: I was responsible for creating the API’s to provide to the mobile team and entire 

admin panel using ruby on rails. For handling the payments I implemented the Braintree 

payment gateway. 

 

● Title: FuelApp 

Technologies: Ruby, Rails, MYSQL. 

Description: Fuelapp is an Android and IOS app for ordering fuel online. User submits 

requests for fuel and the app checks if fuel is available in the requested area or not and 

based on if the location is serviceable or not. A driver is then assigned to provide fuel to 

the user. Admin sets the fuel price and service locations from backend. 

Roles: I was responsible for creating the Admin Panel from where the admins can set 

the fuel price and service locations.I was responsible for creating the API’s to provide to 

the mobile team. 


